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accordance with section 82(3)(a) and (b) of the Act No. 68 of 2008, the National

Consumer Commission is required to publish the pioposod industry code for

public comment and consider any submissions ruade during the public

::....;..s.:_,,".r.'n..":1(.:(.-..; \'.11'.11 '.'-' `,-!,':4.(,:..' ..!...:',''.:-..:...H.' ..:',.',..'.:: .,..... :' 'CA" l':',..' L.j.i- !'."..: ...:7::1:i

..,-C:-...',..-.:"Te.-:". C.:::)r.-.:7-::.:1EIC :`: ..:';' :....C.:,.::!:,37::j. '..C, ".."; ',..r...)::...:". :r... n: SiCi
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number (NCC /GN /ASASA2 /16) to: The National Commissioner, National

Consumer Commission c% Mr. Jeremiah Modiba, 8th Bauhinia Street, Building

No. 12, Berkley Office Park, Techno Park Centurion 0157 or email:
The commentary period will run for sixty (60)
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. 011 781 2006

011 781 1616 1547

Address : 410 Jan Smuts Avenue
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4. PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

APPLICATION, SCOPE AND PARTICIPANT(S)

6. POWERS OF THE ASASA

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
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''.i.:dk.i..(tf-',:[-.Q.r,.(t.,-,1:1.,,ii' :1:zi.,,,,. '..;:,,a- L',',..,..2-.ani:':L.-: L.:',,,/c,n .(:.

--chc.-;:::.1...: :2 .' ,''''.....'... : ..(....', , '''.. ..: .....:: :::::. ,.....:7 .'. ".''. . ', :.:3:,,.:...., (It:: 1..-.C:

c-'.',:::!tal ,''c-...r-,,:kill!c11 conste.e7atan: ilas bJace.r. 73\far: c'.- recevea;

(hereinafter "the Act ").

1.4 This Code specifically deals with the resolution of complaints of prohibited conduct and the

failure to comply with required conduct in respect of advertising and marketing of goods and

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
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'i:,..,:.....71-1" !r .^.-.,.c.-.a.-..i.,.':2. ,-:/.s.:.:

.....-1(ia:L

"Advertising and Marketing activities" includes, but not limited to, conceptualisation,

preparation, publication or display or communication of advertising and / or marketing

messages in whatsoever format and on whatsoever platform;

combining their creative and research expertise on behalf of marketers or advertisers;

"Advertising Standards Committee" means a first level consumer appeal body of the

Advertising Standards Authority of South Africa;

"Advertising Industry Tribunal" means a first level competitor appeal body of the

"ASASA" means the Advertising Standards Authority of South Africa, independent body

set up by the advertising and marketing industry to ensure that its system for self- regulation

works in the public interest;

"business" has the meaning given to it in terms of section the Act;

"business day" means days from Monday to Friday excluding public holidays in the Republic

of South Africa;

f.\

"trk.cit3d;.1)," 7.Ganz. tha Adverjstng Standards Authorty of South Africa., an Independer..... boo'
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`:,-.!'1.',':(;" -,!,.::-.:(,: :.iiir-.: :-./.-ar. ::(.; '..,..r. l'a-77n.i7 c_):-Lc.:--..7:-,:c:-:-. :..--;:1:.-..:: ,,,-,.,:1::

:-ia:-,it.,-, '-;1(a-.:1::-::; ¡:',-1(!'t!':1,.-: '': 1:-. ...7,SI-ri .:.,:::(..7.7v.:.!-. ::....,''."17 -.e

':b.C(:
-:.-;,,j,L,._1Zi.',-', (:.I' " .''':..'-:`.:".,:

assesses and adjudicates on consumer and competitor complaints on daily basis ;

"electronic communication" has the meaning given to it in terms of section 1 of the Act;

"Final Appeal Committee" means the final appeal body, for both the consumer and industry,

of the Advertising Standards Authority of South Africa;

"!YEadje: o'ciirEIRre :ir s nwn rnecifa

F3.11

:-.-rapice.tsr 7ap re--FC.4.7.t. n -E& aci1dÈcaEcr

rzQJ' :is
:71 ia
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"supply chain ", with respect to any particular goods or services, means the collective of all

suppliers who directly or indirectly contribute in turn to the ultimate supply of those goods

or services to a consumer, whether as a producer, importer, distributor or retailer of goods,

media owners and their agents;

"Tribunal" has the meaning given to it in terms of section 1 of the Act;

"visual representation" has the meaning given to it in terms of section of the;

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
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be iikeiy !71P.3 ling 'co

\YH

F-

(iiu.to.e.Ines in So..hc-.duie. `:_Arnexure. zo the_ C:odia.
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4.3.3 Raise the standards of good conduct in the Industry without endangering the vitality

and growth of business;

4.3.4 Generate growth in the Industry by increasing the level of confidence for all

when operating within the Industry;

Educate Consumers as to their rights and redress available to them should

Participant breach the Act or the Code; and

the supply of any Goods and Services;

Promote fair business practices;

Protect Consumers from:

the zupply ft my Socds and -ca'.-\/:c.:es;

.) rras-,:
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terms of section 82(6) of the Act.

The advertising and marketing industry participation and / or subscription consists of

marketers and / or advertisers, advertising or media or advertising agencies, media buyers

and media owners.

collection as determined by the industry from time to time.

Such levy shall be collected by the levy collection agency established by the industry

purposes of collecting and funding the operations of the ASASA.

The participants agree that a special levy may be raised when deemed necessary by the Board

of the ASASA to provide for anticipated expenditure incurred by the ASASA due to increased

.:.,,..... Thc-_. /k(..!-;...':A :.f.^,ar. ad.:isre ,:c th.s Tar- :; of' "..lefarca

I; n.....-',..ti.7 art:: ,'.!.-lai (.....o:ltr'.bute to .:-...-!(-2 '..'anc.'..rg C: f' th (Ft C,' ::-,:i ..-a1:1 o r s. 01'; 17..1(. i''.:.:AS if'. ::.

CC`l ..,f ctk.)-.. as. a.a...:e...-.11iried .:',/ t[-,.e. irdutr,-, frc.'.7.r. rHL-....ce.: t.,:f .:1.r.-1s,

'.-.!--,c..-,. .ct:e, (,:c.:,.Isct.'..an L,:,Fi.-.7.0'-, .-:::::'...n.:dr:(1(.: bv :.....(s. .::..--1,-

o,.'.:..i.c...T.-Ii:: a r O. 'It -.`i d '...nr.,.- t...,. e. C".: v n a:-(st&.,,r :7 '...7i.`,:r.ct

7"..-...- r...,a7'..m:.!!-..L,..-.:-...:,...; 7:-...q:-..ac.:,,.....f....a.,-, a .:',4](..::(7..f.:i. ',,' --..a',./ I; ,.i, :',1'.2,a;:. '..,,:-:,,,,r: ,.:e;,_::-..1".....:',. ','Ci:-..;:.ir.,:-.7.:5.:',:i :::,:,- .:),- c-. :f: C.: 1 r"(:.
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shall be up to date and current, and shall have market relevance.

7.1.3 Survey data submitted as documentary evidence shall conform to the following:

The survey shall emanate from an entity approved by,

or acceptable to, the Southern African Market Research Association;

\/ %[-K.rF/C:'.1R

a

Directorate may consider new substantiation submitted after a ruling has been made by the

ASASA rejecting initial / original substantiation or upholding a complaint based on

substantiation. New substantiation may only be filed I submitted once -off basis.
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er. a a

Advertisements should not contain any statement or visual presentation which,

directly or by implication, omission, ambiguity, inaccuracy, exaggerated claim or

otherwise, is likely to mislead the consumer.

7.2.2. Value judgments,_ mátters`óf _pfniónór.sub¡ective_ assessments are permissible

provided that:

7.2.2.1 it is clear what is being expressed is an opinion;

7.2.2.2

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
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Where material information is super- imposed on screen, the print shall be clearly

visible and remain on screen long enough to be easily read by the hypothetical

reasonable viewer

other than the actual cost of any delivery, freight or postage. Where such costs are

payable by the consumer, a clear that this the case should be made in the

advertisement.

7 '.... :'roducti: s':lould :-.o': ...:,e, c:escr!Lped aL "f'r-s.eit vv:'.er-a ':71.1 ere, any cost ',:(:)1:H.e.: consumer;

tH.s7 '.:7:ar: ',.:[":;.:-.. Lctuz.:: (.2.(::. .7', (-7:- arfy daiva.:-y -:-I-aiR:71 ;:, 7 :cF.tr...;

-',:C".. r....:: :.: r''. s:' i. c,.E,:i.- ;-::,:a,,:art-r.r.r.- V.77.5'.--',.'::,.-::::. i'i,a ._°,ac.L.-:--:%clu...,:-: ..:(±r...,.a...e ,...; i-:-.c-,
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7.5 "U to..." and "from..." claims

7.5.1 Claims, whether as to prices or performance, which uses formulas such as "up to 10 kilometres

per litre" or "prices from as low as R5" are not acceptable where there is a likelihood of the

consumer being misled as to the availability of the benefits offered. Such claims should not be

of prices or benefits, and in particular where it does not apply to the goods or services

actually advertised or to more than an insignificant proportion of them;

where they apply only to spoiled or imperfect goods, or to goods or services which

Eicp; the case- c.):: a manu a: wnc T.:es to dIractry,

-:[..01

a& 1.7.r) 1.
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the conditions below governing retail advertisements.

7.10.2 Retailers will be permitted to quote price comparisons /or specific discounts in advertising

provided that the following conditions are complied with -

7.10.2.1 Satisfactory documentary evidence of the price reduction is held available and

three months.

.10.3 Special sale prices may be advertised on the understanding that -

7.10.3.1 Sale advertising with price comparisons will be restricted to maximum of one

editorial or programme matter it should be designed, produced and presented that it will

be readily recognised as an advertisement.

.11.2. In print media, wherever there is any possibility of confusion, the material in question should

be headed conspicuously with the words ADVERTISEMENT or ADVERTISEMENT

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
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7.12 Use of the word "new" in advertising

7.12.1 The word "new" or words implying "new" may be used in all media, packaging, posters,

billboards, for any entirely new product or service marketed or sold during a given 12 -month

an advertisement. In exceptional circumstances, the ASA may agree to

12 -month period.

7.12.4. To avoid consumer confusion

extension of the

which the "new" message applies. Thereafter, the message may be exposed

continuously or intermittently for a period not exceeding months

"date of proven first usage" of the product /service,

-',.1.-:"':-..-. '.-1--;,.- '--::,\:-...'''' :-1--.(t:L:-.;%:f.(- :...i...!::,,:', ., 7- '. .7-! :.:7-[:C : , ....:"!(.- :7' Ci`:-.,:i.ii:rr

r-.1'.277i..-tezr-:..,/ Er. ....)&r:r.)c..._ r:c-i.- (:K:-..2.(;.:::1;:..

f.:--::: ',..,.: a L':',t-,- '...''', ...". ".-; ".".-.(',. L.:. (.71,: : CH -',.' ',C.,:..,

-;' ..:.;L. ..3 il: p ac:.!:-ag!ng ol [:111\isle_sal. p;-;.1ducts., .::re ":.s.al.,,i't 7,-iss.,,:ags. silou;c: i:.ci appi!ed

r-c..,11.1.',:1-:',.:,. "cia.::e. r...--1!.-[:!""C7VC77-7. ft.-7.,'.: L::.--7a g CY' .:..:-.c..if-:1-;(-:.:,-.17.::::. L:Le-:(J. cci!-Li-.;"::u;.;u:.:1,,,-:-cr-

...-..,,!...t: .:-.-y..;, adve.;-:.:,:::::,:r v....,:'.::::,:7-...... '..-.- (.i-:.[..:),I.S7.?_- ,....".C''.. -,..',C-:-',A" ::-..1...i.-. :.-c-..... ;-.-....
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8.1.2 Display prominently on all their trading premises by means of a prescribed notice and on their

website that states that they have subscribed to this Code and are bound by it;

8.1.3 The prescribed notice must provide consumers with the contact details of the ASASA;

8.1.4 Ensure that a copy of this Code and /or a summary of it and their internal complaints handling

procedure is made available to any consumer upon request and /or the consumers are directed as to

where to obtain a copy of the Code and /or their internal -complaints handling procedure;

8.1.5 Ensure that the relevant staff and agents in their business have adequate knowledge of the Act and

guidelines and workshops

ASASA, which includes the following:

the continued expansion of the electronic

social networking sites on which the accredited industry Code will be displayed;

the continued update of related matters on the accredited industry Code on the ASASA website;

Partnering with other relevant bodies on awareness campaigns.

The ASASA will produce annual reports on the implementation and application Code. These

the c.:onth.L:ec. e):pansion m eicrcrt. coniuntcatIcin One ASAìA VslEOStai

cc netwoil(ing sites cri wIíci ie accnedted l'ridustry Cade: w!![ L dispfa)led;

ntinUEC.: nnetters. 7: te.S- ao.c..-edited 1:-.d.....son/ de On One v,ie.is[;

av,iererfess carr.p,algi%,

"-hr.! ard.
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thereafter amplify the basis of its complaint, the Directorate may, at its discretion,

formally investigate the complaint.

9.1.3 Call on the party, against whom a complaint has been made (who shall be referred to as the

three days to respond.

9.1.3.3 If the complaint or issue requires the provision of substantiation by the respondent,

the Directorate shall call for such substantiation and shall specify the time period

:"

t:e -:actua[ cLairí, 1-J1e icthrn throgì wrl-t!c[-i 117 VkraS 7:ada, anc dic teit tc
Erd

(7)::

a
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avvara 17nc_a c;c22.-. c Appraa: ary ctf'rter of 7a[7:71aL7,

/1.

complexity, and novelty of the subject matter of the complaint, the Directorate shall, at its

own discretion, either make a ruling on the complaint or refer the complaint to the

appropriate committee for consideration. If, in response to a complaint, the respondent

voluntarily undertakes to withdraw or amend the advertising complained of, or

notwithstanding the fact that the advertising has run its course, the Directorate may also, at

its own discretion, either record the voluntary undertaking as a ruling.

Standards Committee or Advertising Industry Tribunal, the Directorate shall be entitled to

co -opt up to four persons, at its discretion, either drawn from the advertising industry

who have expertise in the subject matter of the complaint,

Any party who feels aggrieved by a ruling of the Directorate may, within ten days of the date

thereafter, award the cost of the First Appeal against any or other of the parties, in such

proportion Advertising Standards Committee Advertising Industry Tribunal may

determine.

".4(- LC f-

ciriftte i: A\fart4.stn.g D[ret:arate shalt be entrded

ai drav,fr afe-.71:isi-JF.4 "16

/Inv ags-i-ievc.-:-c by a r-z7.1.-ce CAri.: 17

P P

:7!
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9.1.11 The notice of appeal must, within in ten days on which such a party is informed of the

ruling, be given in writing and must be communicated to the ASASA in any manner

acceptable for the lodging of complaints. The notice of the appeal should set out concisely

9.1.13 A copy of any reply submitted in response to the appeal will be provided to the aggrieved

party.

9.1.14 Where an aggrieved party has lodged an appeal to the Advertising Standards Committee

-.(..1.c7': 'fti-1.: a;--, tlal r;Ilirg

'." :., :,.:-.,-,7;.^.-..:':-::,.,:. ,.':-.:--..,,. r.),,..,...1-(--.---.-, :..[ ...-,:Jj. ::::::':: ;-,r.

--c.-:::'...1.:;::a-y- *:):. ;-; r -',.t.'.C..1,....1P.),, ' -, Cf. J. (-41.,:a : H',11...; p I eriri':ary c rLr:% :-:': ,-:::-,;

lc--,.. .-1c1:e.[-E.,;. i".1%,,-... :-,..-:..;::)c:,r-2i;:x. '...:.- f- :.,:i :1'1 ri,`.... ;_ [...::::..LII ..:.:1-,-...;:1:-"I'.-.:ta."1,..::...':

The Advertising Standards Committee will consider and rule on all consumer complaints

either referred to it by the Directorate or on appeal by any party who feels aggrieved by

ruling made by the Directorate.

All relevant documentation and representations submitted by the parties to complaint,

as well as any ruling by the Directorate made in relation to that complaint, together with
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not be represented by independent contractors.

9.2.5 Outside legal representation shall not be permitted except in exceptional circumstances.

9.2.6 Appearance before the Advertising Standards Committee shall be limited to a maximum of

three persons per party. The names and designations of such persons should be submitted

to the ASASA not less than 24 hours prior to the hearing.

9.2.7 Rulings of the Advertising Standards Committee shall, as soon as possible after the

must be provided at the request of any party.

Any party who feels aggrieved by a ruling of the Advertising Standards Committee shall

have the right to appeal to the Final Appeal Committee against such ruling, in accordance

with the appeal procedure set out in this Code. An appeal must be lodged by the appellant

any of its functions including suspension of rulings. Should circumstances arise where good

and valid reasons justify departure from usual procedure, these will be taken into

account, but always at the discretion of the Chairman or Committee.

'iiittlf:1 ...7\A(Cjr7i71 C. ',..5 ":1--(77r7.7: TFC,6:-I.L75t ci " ',711,j: 7.11frip.i.

i...-. :..p D::..a. ::, .c,a1::-.?,- 1 -(,-. 1 [..:.::-R .-.. ',7.-..,-.--.

:7.

On appeal, the Advertising Standards Committee will be entitled to consider all clauses

notwithstanding the fact that the appellant may have

limited its appeal only one or more clauses, excluding others that were originally

r.Y ''..(.. L:: ','',.,:!.".1:1:t(.1-,..'S :".-i ci :,....ciing ':U.SP a:1 Eft.) ri. c.:f :.,;iir..gs:. SH.C.11,..:Lci r::'.. r-c:r,.: [71 F.",.:7;:::1(..1: t': [-t::a ,,,f,the re (.4..oc,...

:..spr-tur ..-1-,...r..1 :r2;.JEE

?.?. l'Alh \/.. ;:::7 l'",".E'- (if -.:".7...-e.t.i c: (' :.i...-J-Is ::::.-.a:.:--riar.-:
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within twenty days from receipt of the ruling.

Where an appeal is lodged, the ruling of the Tribunal must be adhered to, until reversed by

the Final Appeal Committee.

The Chairman or Committee may perform all such acts and do all such things are

Rui[Ig: C7f."1-.17(--. AdvErt-;sir.F4 r ciu2try 77'..!..: ur a i ;.'. aiL. F,nor. -.a:7E7:,-.71i et. r-(:-.!..y: 7-n-Ret:ng, !.,!,>

:-(,'.7.',./c-....-:_ :r, ',/,,f±:-Irr-,[:, .:..- i-,-,(f.. :-)Lf-lat:... :...,-.-=:.,,r--ic-,.:_i, .../V-4:74:-..».--.

C.".

.,',[-!,, -47,7.7.: ,,,v(p... ....-ar,:::.. L''',,- .,..,,, .-:.. InF, :-V.-......i:-.7 ..',,r;,.,,ic-;r-::(...:[:-,J:. :.u-';....;,:-..-:-,.., :,-,-fr.,:uri....:111 :-,,&\,.
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for that ruling, as well as all written representations and documentation submitted

Committee or the Tribunal making that ruling.

9.4.8 To cover the costs of the appeal, both the appellant the respondent to the appeal will

be required to lodge a sum of money, in an amount to be advised by the ASASA, with the

Directorate. Consumers or organisations serving the public interest lodging appeals are not

.i.v.»......,' day:-. :-.oir:florEr. c..:.:, 1.1-(7.:larrir.:c)r-1 :,!:pc,:alad

(.17:1 :.:11(1.L:(1

accom par 'red. by tna ru:,:ng agafts.st wHjc'n the appeal !.i: bel[7g :odged and any reaEarE g:ven
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five (5) days before the appeal is considered.

9.4.12 The appellant shall be required to prepare twelve copies of all documentation, and shall be

required to ensure that all documentation is paginated. Where the documentation exceeds

will be submitted at least three (3) days before the Appeal is considered. Twelve (12) copies

of Heads of Argument be submitted to the ASASA. Should the respondent wish to submit

Heads of Argument, twelve (12) copies thereof be submitted to the ASASA at least two (2)

Committee or Advertising Industry Tribunal for reconsideration

Final Appeal Committee may determine.

9.4.17 The Final Appeal Committee may, at its discretion,

expertise in the subject matter of a specific complaint,

such action the
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--(,,*.- -_.-r.:::. ."i'r, .. - \-',.['. ['. F. "1.7 -,--1,-ta-c-..:. fl :...-c-,/1-...i,,,...,,,..

c:nr.surrier ::,,y 8 suppi er., advar.-tar.r.g, and marKsi:_ng Irid-Jat7T pa7ilcipants arc 07" su:sc:I 's7.-E

10.4.1 entirely responsible for the handling and determination of complaints;

10.4.2

10.4.3

In addition to clause 9 above, the ASASA shall:

1.1 1 determine whether or not a complaint within ASASA

complaints that would more appropriately be dealt with by another body to those bodies;

decline to deal with or discontinue dealing with those matters that do not fall within the

ASASA jurisdiction; or in which the complaint does not allege any facts which, if true, would

constitute grounds for a remedy under the Code or the Act;

Request or summon, a retailer, supplier, wholesaler, distributor, manufacture, producer,

adaifion aauae, the AS:AA

:L.1.1 determine whetnie:- or not a complaint fails within the

c:07:p.aints that vvicuici 'tor ar..zprots:y e dealt %fv:tn. notn.er :lady tso tho,sa ooa
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appilcabie 7eocgrLse.c: :3-,:atu.tcr ar-L7.cwered olea[

ertli::es or

11.1.6 Compile an Annual report within 6 (six) months of the close of its financial year regarding

the operations and effectiveness of the ASASA and make the report available to

stakeholders, including the National Consumer Commission, through the ASASA website and

other suitable means. The report must include data regarding;

11.1.6.1 complaint type;

11.1.6.2 business complained;

11.1.6.3 the type and frequency of the complaint;

11.1.6.4 how the complaint was resolved;

11.1.6.5 time taken to deal with complaints;

11.1.6.6 type of sanction(s) imposed; and

11.1.6.7 Financial statement and audit reports.

11.1.7 Collect data about the origins and cause of the complaint, and identify systematic trends

the industry as to how to deal with these as well as identify ways of increasing compliance;

1,1.1..8 Classify and analyse complaints in order to identify systematic, recurring and

incident and trends.

11 '3 In the event t complaint lodged against the exempted entities of members, suc h

complaints be referred directly to the National Consumer Commission or to the

applicable recognised statutory body empowered to deal with complaints affecting the

exempted entities or members.

, , ,,," .. Rs ..,::. ,., .....,..; .:.',.... , C.: % '''' ',.'.--. ».a7,..., i VV.. '1 711.-J.t...7. Z:-..' \ .V.:' 11 i';.i: ', '..:!;;4.7:::1': '..',i:' ',,f!..: ':::" :: ',:r.":7-:. :',J;'. C. ::::. ;*1) r) it .,', ; 1 .:.',-,..

ail :c...7-:.7...air-t.,. c:-;.-iri:-

t...-.,-:-:as.
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13.3.1 All formal complaints lodged with the ASASA, must meet the following criteria:

13.3.1.1. The complaint must be in writing.

13.3.1.2. The identity and contact details of the complainant(s) must be provided to the ASASA.

13.3.1.3. When lodging a consumer complaint, identity passport numbers of the

attached, if possible, In the case of other media, details of the advertiser, medium, and a

description of the advertisement must be provided, and, if possible, the time and date of

transmission (in regard to broadcast media) and nature and location (in regard to outdoor

secttcris '',: regards as re:evart and Mti.-1 the coTpiairt '.t. :lad been :ode In

tarrr s of t..se-

r'..- '::: v::)ic:r. :i':c.. ;:c,f-,--.{...1:a!r:-.: r;:i:atas. :nu.,:::, i-'.,...z_ ;-:asci- ,.i..''''.:E'irl.
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13.5.1.2. contain background information only if same is essential;

13.5.1.3. be set out in a manner that is clear and concise;

13.5.1. 4. systematically set out the basis for the complaint; and

13.5.1. 5. be limited, as far as possible, to factual allegations and to the expression of opinions in

that submitted the documentation accordingly.

Should the Directorate find that the documentation is not confidential in terms of this Code,

the party that submitted such documentation will be given an opportunity to withdraw such
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To submit the proposed amendment, original advertisement and relevant. ASASA ruling to

the ACA Advisory Service for pre- publication advice.

Order the advertising and marketing industry participant to publish a summarised version

the ruling as decided by the ASASA, in all or some of the media in which the advertising

complained of appeared or media considered appropriate by the ASASA, and the cost of such

publication will be for the respondent.

1::1(.,..,-[?,.! ./:>:...)pca?1.! ."...:......r.- .--,-',.-,rici -..,.s.zi:l .r7!: (:-...71i.:',.:iad.,*(-

'J.4...'_...L -.-o .e.:uip[7th . the proposed arrtendr.ient, artgina: aciver::',.sernent ar..d rels.varti: ASASA t-,.,[ing 1:C,

f'ACT,t.. /s,.ovtc.^....".z Lar,,f!..a."(:,7r pr-a-Tiutaricat-lor. advic.-ct.

OrdA:-',',.a ac.,..'vert-1::r.ff a:ld i....cit.:.s',..),. ::ar...i.;;;-:ani.:(: pu.n.:k1-. ::.;_li-narta.c!, \,,,a.:-.1u7.
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the ASA shall inform the party that requested the information be treated as confidential that

the ASASA is not entitled to use the information to reach a decision adverse to the party to

whom the confidential information is denied, unless the party consents to that information

s1-18,![ 'ir-t'orry: the [:',L7i7)( at 7e:quested tine into at[c r: :De t:-.sateci a: 0'c:7f:dent-fait:lat.

:-eac.?1 Eldv-a-ze tc.;

den i&a,

15.1.1 trade secrets of a third party;

15.1.2 financial, commercial, scientific or technical information, other than trade secrets, of a third

party, the disclosure of which would be likely to cause harm to the commercial or financial

interests of that third party; or

15.1.3 information supplied in confidence by a third party, the disclosure of which could reasonably

be expected -

15.1.3.1 to put that third party at a disadvantage in contractual or other negotiations; or

15.1.3.2 to prejudice that third party in commercial competition.

The ASASA shall refuse a request for access to a record, document or other information if its
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Commercial communication not be directed persons under

years, and no one depicted in the act of drinking in commercial communication may

be younger than 25. Persons under the age of 18 may be depicted where it would

usual for them to appear, e.g. in family scenes or in background crowds, but it

way, be suggested that they have are about to consume alcohol

permissiveness, portray nudity or present an improper portrayal of near nudity,

present any situation derogatory to the virtue of either sex or claim or

alcohol beverages can contribute directly to sexual success or seduction.

Oornmerc:at oorriru7licacid- 7.a.y

yeam, and :lc) dr.e dap:ptd ;r1 the ac'.: dornr.',undatdr, may

be younger than 2E. Lnder the at of. 18 :nay be depicted where ft would

ar:beer, in s',---,,enes c. n back...pro:Arib cwds bu: it

rv no:. 'r, be bu,gge-,s-tec .-ave c.-.bnc,ur--,e,
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qualities, or offer it as a performance enhancer, stimulant, sedative or tranquilliser.

9. Commercial communication may not depict or include pregnant women.

10. Commercial communication may not suggest the consumption of alcohol beverages

events and competitions aimr:d at promoting a brand or product.

Product launches and promotions may not include activities which encourage

excessive or irresponsible consumption such as or "down- downs .

Consumers who attend promotions must be encouraged to assume personal

responsibility for their decision to drink or not to drink.

Extended promotions and Castings may not be confined to the consumption

alcohol beverages alone. Appropriate snacks or meals should be available.

On- campus promotions by participants will be arranged in a manner which meets

Z[7:-.ed j7i.;10. proci-r.o',

cuc :a am: -,..Tornorici-J.,-;

(4>(cea3ys Gr irresponsible consumption Ruch as trIzcs.t moss" or "cavvrt-ccvvre.

.inrwNc attend p!-crrcif.orlf..1 :71L.;ET.: (71-riccuraged are rona[

to dt to

,,,,rlac1;;:i.
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1. Advertisements may not be transmitted in the commercial breaks

unuìcfiitttaly before, during or inimetliately after children's programmes

television or radio.

:Laiy tal.e. I a:1:e 17
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Saturday and Sunday.

4. In the case of sporting events where the main sponsor is an alcohol

beverage company, the 70/30 rule outlined in 1 above will still apply for

statement: "Not for sale to persons under the age of 18 ". The minimum

specifications for this statement are -

1. Arial bold is to be used as the standard font

2. True Type Title casing is to be used

3. The statement must be visible and legible and placed the

holding device for the underage line.

The should be 10% of the height of the adve1 tisernent

6. The statement is to run as one unbroken line.

the above format.

"Enjoy Responsibly" or similar message may be included

part of the underage statement depending on the execution

7. The vve duratIon of any 1-\1 EO sl-Lou it have- tie seat men:

::In!(7.y !keazonat:-"

ti(9
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programme presenter's profile and the profile of the audience call -ins. All

advertisements on radio will contain the statement: "Not for sale to

persons under the age of 18 ". The minimum specifications for this

statement are-

different voice to that used in the main message.

3. "Enjoy Responsibly" or a similar message may be included as

part of the underage statement depending on the execution and

providing it does not detract from the underage statement.

1-:-Iernbers and rrra ovvners.

vmii hç i:c
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with laqq,e;

Fro. atF ci cap \Ari-a2z: ri- (4

aL 2L. F "I :3 :7. '0,

7 "Enjoy Responsibly" or a similar message may be included

part of the underage statement depending on the execution and

providing it does not detract from the underage statement.

In the case of building wraps and billboards larger than Super 96 size, no

alcohol beverage advertisement will be placed within 500 metres

schools, community centres and churches.

All alcohol beverage advertisements in outdoor media will contain one

the statements (on an equivalent basis): "Not for sale to persons under

1. Trial bold is to be used as the standard font

2,

3.

ÛL

2. r the, case war e and biLlboarciu larger tiai-t Super 96 size.,

advertis&rre7..

C:e7tras 'ca!"-LC.
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6. "Enjoy Responsibly" or a similar message may be included as

part of the underage statement depending on the execution

and providing it does not detract from the underage statement.

If a product does nc)t have at
However, primary cosmetics Gun also have sc condary functions, e.g. a
anti- -bacterial /anti - fungal secondary function, where the primary purpose complies with
However claims for the =,e secondary furnctions can only be made in a cosmetic sense.

a ocantietto.
irp,f(feve:, [.T-fmary cosrnetcs can also ',lave .-:.-ecoilday ..-urctore e.g, a body Alai wilt) ar.
anti-bact.er!aizranf-:-/ci.,...npai \./../H.e.,7e- time ".7 t.3.71 C G
1---,ovkiever c[2:-.777 ftscni-rese t!t7ecor.darytt.J.:-.ctiormn: can cr,:y rrlade fr ar. cosmetic ae.nee.
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4. The cosmetic context has the typical characteristics of- temporary action improvement of
the appearance of the skin to be used regularly to maintain the effect the effect is aimed
at grooming and enhancing the appearance of the skin texture.

4.2 The medicinal context has the typical characteristics of- permanent or drastic effects after
completion of a treatment healing or curative aspects to be used restrictively because of
the potency of the treatment the effect is aimed at treatment of or relieving a disease
condition.

It is not linked to any benefit (including safety benefit) the product.

Hydroxy acids used as chemical exfoliators

Alpha Hydroxy Acids Products containing Alpha Hydroxy Acids shall carry the Sun Alert
statement. Sun Alert: "Because this product may make your skin more sensitive to the
sun, be certain that you apply a broad spectrum sunscreen of at least SPI: 15 while using
this product, and for a week after you discontinue use excluding all rinse -off hair
preparations.

7.2 Beta I lydroxy Acids Products that contain Beta tiydroxy Acids at concentrations above

reievant tcr 1ti pr.pduct cateac.ry (any X)(.>(-tree claim És..- riot acceptaP'z
eitte7taEbiciden or wouid riof- i-orri part of a relevar.t casnietp pompositon).
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8.2 Claims should clearly focus on improving the appearance of the condition of the skin.

8.4 Scientific Substantiation shall be required for all finite claims such as those listed in 8.5.

8.5 The following are examples of claims that shall be allowed-

8.5.1 Improves the appearance of cellulite

8.5.2 Minimises or reduces the appearance of dimpled skin /orange peel

8.5.3 Smooth over cellulite

8.5.4

8.5.5

8.5.6

8.5.7

Claire, that make reference to the removal cellulite,
those that claim a physiological action are not allowed,

8.6 The following are examples of claims that shall NOT be

Reduces or eliminates cellulite

:ke[-nC.1,.VCi&i '..a':

::-,.',..',1 `. '''i.:-:"e,: `./i(i!g:-(: ,C:E:;.- (.7.[-
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9.2 To be able to claim skin -lightening without clinical trials, a cosmetic product must
contain a broad -spectrum sunscreen which produces a validated SPF of at least 15. The
SPF must appear on the label and in advertisements.

9.3 Products claiming skin lightening that do not incorporate UV filters to meet the above
requirements shall carry a warning- Sun Alert: "Because this product may make your skin
more sensitive to the sun, be certain that you apply a broad spectrum sunscreen of at
least SPF 15 while using this product, and for a week after you discontinue use ", and have
acceptable scientific substantiation for the safe and effective use of the product.

11. Claims relating to baldness /hair loss /thinning hair /hair growth

11.1 A product claiming to delay avoidable hair loss, with regular use, and not because of
treatment of disease, may fall under the definition cosmetic, and would require
suitable scientific substantiation.

S 1718,.-' a. V\
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A product that alleviates dandruff shall not claim or imply that the condition can be prevented
permanently, but shall state that effective control is dependent on regular use. Such
advertisement shall not imply or exaggerate its claim of the effectiveness of the product.

11.4 Fine Hair

A product that thickens or adds volume to fine hair may be advertised. However, the
advertisement shall state that the increase in volume, or the thickening of the hair, is superficial
and not permanent.

1 permanent colour permanently changes the colour of the hair shaft.

UV Protection Products claiming UV filters must indicate clearly that only the hair /hair
colour would be protected and not cannot claim/display
an SPF number.

Sunscreen products

Products containing sunscreens, suitable for topical use, for the protection of human skin
against the adverse effects of solar UVA and UVB rays, whether primary secondary in
nature must comply with the following provisions-

12,1 UV Protection Claims

No claim for protection against radiation other than UVA or UVB permitted. Claims for UV
protection must be qualified with the reference to UVA or UVB protection or both.

12.2 SIN: Claims

r-Tc:11:Se.:10:"1 fUers nuc :flatcal:a (ilea-1y that or'.' the hatrina,:
coicur wau :d p-cl.ected and not scalp. Hair tare !Products canna:. cs,iairlidisrpiay
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12 2.3 Such claims for sunscreen wipes must be labelled with the statement "Contains SPF
(Number) sunscreen ".

12.2.4 Any SPF claim below 6 or greater than 50+ is not allowed.

12.3.2 Sunscreen products containing only UVA filters shall carry a warning that they do not
protect against the burning rays of the sun.

12.4 Broad Spectrum Claims

Such claims must be in keeping the products protection classification (low,
moderate, high, high) and shall only labelled according to the table

Laballsd SI'F
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Claims shall not be made or imply
sunblacker or total protection.

protection from UV radiation, block, sunblock,

12.9 AH day protection and extended protection claims
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1.4 Marketers should avoid undercover or word -of -mouth marketing initiatives that encourage
consumer or business to believe that the marketers' agents are acting independently and
without compensation when they are not.

.5 Marketing communications that appear to be genuine bills, invoices or government
documents must not be used.

1.6 Timeliness

necessary for reasonable consumer or business to make an informed purchase
decision. Marketers must take reasonable steps to ensure that consumer or business
agreement to enter contract is fully informed and intentional. Precise disclosures
vary by product or service being marketed, but must include the-
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all items material to purchase decision and be available in form which permits consumer
or business to access hard copy of the information.

1.7.5 Full and fair disclosure of the terms of the offer includes not just wording, but the manner
of presentation of the price, terms and conditions and customer commitments and
obligations. Information that, by the use of photography, artwork, type size, colour,
contrast, placement, verbal description, audio -visual portrayal or other means, materially
distorts the clarity of the offer or exceptions to it must not be used.

Specific requirements concerning shipment timing, delays, back -orders, substitutions,
cancellation provisions, complaint handling, refund practices and written confirmations
dependent on the nature of the agreement. In addition to legal compliance, marketers should
adopt practices of maximum transparency in notifying consumers and businesses about their
order status and delivery timing.

1.7.6.1 Shipment: Goods offered must be shipped within 30 days of the receipt of properly
completed order or within any shorter period that may be prescribed by applicable
law or within the time limit stated in the original agreement.

.6.2 Delay: If delivery will be delayed, the consumer or business must be advised within
30 days of the receipt of the order or within any shorter period that may be prescribed
by an applicable law or within the time limit stated in the original agreement,

Ordel Cancellation: Marketers must give consumers or businesses the right
an order for goods which cannot be delivered within 30 days or any shorter period
that may be prescribed by an applicable taw or within the time stated in the original
agreement, without cost or obligation to the consumer or business.

1.7 6.4 Substitution: Any substitution of goods to those originally offered and ordered
must be disclosed to the consumer or business and must be of the same or better
quality, or be approved by the consumer or business before shipment. The consumer
or business must be informed that they have the right to accept or reject goods
substituted, without additional obligation or cost, including return shipping cost.

'..a:} . . !l4< 't<GC;Ì '. :i (= _ . C'. : . í \r T`.tC m y ' l' <:', `. .:` -C-!
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that has previously consented to be automatically billed for those products or
services must require the marketer to obtain new consent. Such new consent may be
inferred from the consumer or business's acceptance or use of the products or
services, provided that the consumer or business has meaningful opportunity to
decline the services without incurring cost or further obligation.

1.8 Opt -Out Opportunity

Recognising that consumer can opt -out of receiving marketing communications at any time,
marketers must present consumers, including current customers, an easy -to -see, easy -to-
understand and easy -to- execute opportunity to decline further marketing, the use of their
name or other information, at least once every three years. Marketers must always inform the
consumers of the charge of opting out. The consumer cannot be charged more than the cost
of transmission of the opting out after network charges.

1.9 Section 33 of the Act applies catalogue marketing.

for the endorsement), any material connection between the endorser and the marketer
must be disclosed, Results, experiences or findings of the endorser must be generally
representative of the results to be expected by the average consumer or business.
Alternatively, the marketer must clearly and conspicuously explain that the
experiences or findings are not typical of the experiences of the average consumer or
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including the presentation of offers by means of telephone facsimile (also known as
fax). 10.4.1 Calling and Faxing Hours: Marketers must limit the hours of outbound
telemarketing or faxing to the hours of 08:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. weekdays and 09:00
a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Saturdays. Restrictions refer to the time zone of the called party.
Calling or faxing must not be undertaken on statutory holidays.

Programmes that include the offer or distribution to consumers of gift incentives,
which includes certificates, coupons, vouchers, cheques, stamps or any other
documents representing something of value, visits to a timeshare resort or
attendance at any activity involving the alteration or promotion of timesharing
interests, must, over and above the relevant statutory requirements, comply with the

the certificates, must be fully disclosed
offered to the public

Lengthy delays, onerous procedures, or other restricting con- ditions that have the purpose or
effect of delaying the granting of the gift incentive or of discouraging its redemption or use,
may not be imposed.

Should the public be required pay any money in order to make effective use of the gift
incentive, certificate or document thus distributed (including for example a "reservation or
administration fee"), such condition must be disclosed at the outset. No consideration or
money may be made payable or accepted until the potential purchaser is made aware of all
the terms, conditions and obligations upon which receipt of the benefit is contingent.

7.2 Whether or not any payments are involved, all terms, conditions and obligations upon
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8.1. Any terms, conditions and obligations upon which the gift is contingent, must be clearly
explained and conspicuously set out by the member so as to leave no reasonable probability
that the terms of the offer might be misunderstood.

8.2.The description of the gifts offered shall be accurate and shall not, by omission,
ambiguity, or otherwise, have the capacity to mislead as to the size, volume, value, quality,
quantity or other material attribute of the gift.

8.3. Unless a competition is conducted, gifts or awards shall not be referred to as prizes.

promotion is in operation, a list of the recipients of awards than 8500,00 and
declaration of the total number of gifts awarded in the preceding three months. This
information must also be made available to the public on request.

If gifts or awards may be substituted by gifts or awards of equal or greater value, this
fact must be disclosed in the advertising or promotional material.

aperatic:',, & lat. &tile c.'. awards v,iorth more .:-.hian .-7.5CG,CC and a.
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.3. Advertisements containing unqualified claims and statements about environmental
matters will be interpreted as meaning "100 % ", and shall be subject to substantiation.
The same principle will apply to descriptions such as "... free" or "contains no ..."
which will be assumed to claim total absence of the stated substance.

1.3.4 Advertisements containing general statements such as "environmentally friendly" or
"ozone friendly" or "green ", or graphics or symbols designed to convey a similar
environmental message, will not be permitted unless qualified by a description of the
benefit conferred, e.g. "ozone friendly - free from CFC's ".

a:1L 81'1UULa

that the product is recyclable, merely because it is tech- nically capable of being
recycled, unless facilities, which are reasonably accessible, exist collection
recycling.

Degradable
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1. "complete pet food": a pot food which contains all the neces.ary nutrients in the
correct amounts and proportions given physiological need of the pet
established by a recognised authecity in pet nutrition and which meets the total
requirements of a pet animal as specified by these guidelines

"compound pet food ": means a mixture of at least two Feed materials, whether or not
containing feed additives, for oral animal feeding in of complete
complementary feed:

1 1,7. "feed additives ": substances, micro organisms or preparations, other than feed
material and pre -mixtures, which are intentionally added to feed or water in order
perform, in par ticular, one or more of the following functions:

favourably affect characteristics of feed;
favourably affect characteristics of animal products;
favourably affect the colour of ornamental fish and birds;
satisfy the nutritional needs of animals;
favourably affect the environmental consequences of animal production;
favourably affect animal production, performance or welfare, particularly
affecting the gastro- intestinal flora or digestibility of feeding stuffs;
have a coccidiostatic or histomonostatic effect.

"feed ingredient ": a product of vegetable or animal origin, in its natural state. fresh or
preserved, and a product derived from the industrial processing thereof, and an organic
or inorganic substance, whether or not containing additives. which is intended for use
in oral animal feeding, either directly as such or after processing, in the preparation of
animal feeds or as a carrier premixtures. Feed ingredient has the sanie meaning
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ingredient, raw material, feed material, feedstuff or any words of similar connotation;

1.1.9. "feed materials ": products of vegetable or animal origin, whose principal objective is
to meet animals nutritional needs, in their natural state, fresh or preserved, and
products derived from the industrial processing thereof, and organic or inorganic
substances, whether or not containing feed additives, which are intended for use in
oral animal feeding either directly as such, or after processing, or in the preparation of
compound feed, or as carrier of pre -mixtures;

1.1.10. "family ": means a group of products which are nutritionally adequate for any or all
life stages based on their nutritional similarity to a lead product the nutritional
adequacy of which has boon substantiated;

.1 lb. "ingredient statement"; means a collective and contiguous listing on tile label of the
ingredients of which the pet food is composed;

16. "label ": when used as a noun, means any written, printed or graphic representation
attached to an immediate container of a pet food or produced on an immediate
container in any possible manner and which states the details required in
these guidelines for tho particular pet food contained therein;
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1.1.19.2.2. contains in reduced or increased proportions or
1.1.19.2.3. does not contain.

1.1.20. "natural ": a feed or ingredient derived solely from plant, animal or mined sources,
either in its unprocessed state or having been subject to physical processing, heat
processing, rendering, purification, extraction, hydrolysis, enzymolysis, or
fermentation, but not having been produced by or subject to a chemical synthetic
process and not containing any additives or processing aids that are chemically
synthetic except in amounts as might occur unavoidably in good manufacturing
practices;

1.1.22. "particular nutritional purpose ": the purpose of satisfying the specific nutritional
needs of certain pets whose process of assimilation, absorption or metabolism could
be temporarily impaired or is temporarily or irreversibly impaired and are, therefore,
able to derive benefit from ingestion of pet foods appropriate to their condition;

1.1.23. "pet animal ": an animal belonging to a species normally nourished and kept, but not
consumed, by humans, except an animal bred for fur;

1.25, "pre -mixtures": mixture additives or mixtures of one or more feed additives
with feed materials or water used as carriers, not intended direct to
animals;

1. .26. " processing aids": any substance not consumed as a food or feed component by
itself, intentionally used in the processing of raw materials, food or their
ingredientsfcomporrents, to fulfil a certain technological purpose during treatment or
processing and which may result in the unintentional but technically unavoidable
presence of residues of the substance or its derivatives in the final product, provided
that these residues do not present any health risk and do not have any technological
effect on the finished product;
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1.1.32. "the Department ": the National Department of Agriculture in the South Africa;

1.1.33. "treat ": when used as a noun, means a complementary pet food product that is
intended by the manufacturer to be fed to cover less than 15% of the daily energy
intake of the animal for which it is intended.

Terms such as "burger ", `chunk ", "patty'; "cubes ", "meatballs ", "rissoles'; "croquettes",
"slice" or any other sin iilar terms must not be used to describe a product or an ingredient
thereof which does not have substantially the shape, form or composition so represented
when it is sold to the retail purchaser.

Pet food advertising must statement identity, a vignette, graphic,
other representation, pictorial or otherwise, that could likely mislead or deceive
consumers with respect to the composition, form, suitability, quality, flavour,
performance, method of manufacture or intended use of product or of its
ingredients.

Advertising of pet food shall not

3 2 1, as to the intended use or characteristics al the ff :ed, it ir tir;f,rl3r . ii r:; r ratuf r moll-rod
of manufacture or production, properties;

by attributing to the feed effects or characteristics it does not possess or by
suggesting that it possesses special characteristics when in fact all similar feeds
possess such characteristics;

if, despite the representation being literally true, it is likely to misinterpreted
consumers or is misleading through the omission relevant
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etc. should only be used in the following circumstances:

.1. to emphasise the geographic origin of a product, for example where it might be
confused with other products of the same name that do not originate from that
location, provided that the product has the characteristics traditionally associated with
the product from that geographic origin;in;

to describe the recipe used to make product, the origin of which specified;
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3.3.2. The use of terms such as "authentic" and related terms like "real ", "genuine ", "true ",
etc. should not be used to mislead consumers (for example, the use "real" to
emphasise the presence of fish pieces when they are present only at a low percentage
level).

3.3.3. A claim, if based on a pre -existing but previously undisclosed aspect, shall be
presented in a manner that does not lead consumers to believe that the representation
is based on a new process or product modification (for example saying "now with
added calcium "when the product has always contained calcium).

3.4. "Fresh"

3.4.1 The term "fresh" may be used to describe pet food components that have not been
subjected to any treutrnont except maintaining the cold chain. Treatments such as
cooking, drying, freezing, hydrolysis, or similar processes, or the addition of salt, curing
agents, natural or synthetic chemical preservatives or other processing exclude
the component(s) from being called "fresh"

The term "natural" should be used only to describe pet ccroponents (derived from
plant, animal, micro -organism or minerals) to which nothing has been added and which
have been subjected only to such physical processing as to make them suitable for pet
food production and maintaining the natural composition.

Bleaching, oxidation by chemical, chemical treatment and similar processes exclude
use of the term "natural ".

If a compound pet food contains only feed materials, additives and carriers meeting
the above sections, it may be described as 'natural" as long as it has not been
subjected to processes other than acceptable processes for "natu at
components".

The terns "made with natural ... may be used provided that the natural components
are clearly identified.

If a compound pet food contains only feed materials /additives /carriers meeting the
above sections, but also contains vitamins and minerals from non -natural source, the
following claim shall be allowed: "made with natural component(s), with added vitamins
and minerals"
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3.7.1.2. give the impression that products containing that particular substance / feature are
dangerous, unless factual and in the public interest, unless permissible by law.

3.8. Enriched or fortified terms used on a pet food label require that the food must contain
25% and 15% more than the nutrient requirements for enriched and fortified
respectively.

4.1.1.5. meets or c,xc.c:otis rho spc.c:ific;;alions or standards of; or

4.1.1.6. is otherwise endorsed by, a particular individual or class of individuals, such a
governmental or non -governmental agency; professionals such as veterinarians or
chemists; or organisations, breeders, kennels, sportsmen, hunt clubs or animal
hospitals, when such is not the case.

that a product is the recipient of a bona fide merit award or seal of approval when such
is not the case.

Data justifying claims of this type, in compliance with provision of the Advertising and

Marketing Industry Code of Practice, as the case may be, must be kept on file, by the

company responsible for making such a claim, and be made available to the ASASASA

upon written request, normally within hours,
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Current data confirming the health claim(s), in compliance with Advertising and
Marketing Industry Code of Practice, should be kept on file with the manufacturer and
must be made available to the ASASA upon written request, normally within 48 hours.
Bags of pet food purchased for testing purposes shall comply with clause 7 below.

If nutrient claims are made in promotional materials but not on the label of the product,
then the guaranteed analysis section reflect this
ingredient. Bags of pet food purchased testing purposes shall comply with clause
9 below.

6.4. The PH will advise the ASASA, upon request, whether the nutritional claims are
in terms of SANS 909:2015. Bags of pet food purchased for testing

shall comply with clause 7 below.
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7.2.3. One sealed bag shall be transferred to the designated laboratory for analysis.

The purchaser shall deliver the other two bags to a representative of the PFI, who will
retain the other two bags; one for further testing if needed, and the other to be supplied
to the ASASA, if so required.
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